Let A' be a reflexive space and A be a weakly continuous (possibly nonlinear) operator which maps X to X. We are concerned with the autonomous differential equation
1. Introduction and definitions. The subject of this paper is the autonomous differential equation (1.1) u'it) + Au(t) = 0, uiO) = x, where A is a nonlinear weakly continuous accretive operator mapping a reflexive Banach space into itself. We solve (I. I) locally, extend the solution, and then investigate properties of the semigroup associated with it. In recent articles T. Kato [5] has considered equations of form (1.1) where A is a demicontinuous accretive operator on a Banach space which has uniformly convex dual; R. H. Martin [6] has considered the case of A being continuous and accretive on a general Banach space; and S. Chow and J. D. Schuur [2] provide a local solution to (I.I) in case A is weakly continuous on a separable, reflexive Banach space.
[5] has shown that this definition is equivalent to the statement that Re(Ax -Ay,f)^.0 for some/e F(x-y) where F is the duality map from A'to X*. Definition 1.2. An accretive operator A is said to be an w-accretive operator provided R(I+XA) = X for all X^.0. It is well known that an m-accretive operator is a maximal accretive operator. However, not every accretive operator can be extended to an w-accretive operator. 4. An operator is said to be weakly continuous if it maps weakly convergent sequences to weakly convergent sequences.
2. An existence theorem and semigroup representation.
The first lemma provides a local solution to (1.2).
Lemma 2.1. Let X be a reflexive Banach space and suppose that A is a weakly continuous operator with D(A) = X. Then there is a finite interval [0, T) such that the Cauchy problem ( 1.2) has a strong solution no [0, T).
Proof.
Since A is weakly continuous, it is locally bounded. Thus, if a e X there exist r, K>0 such that if x e ST(a) then \\Ax\\^K. Let en|0. We shall recursively define a sequence of functions which solve the approximate equations,
ÍAun(s
We wish to argue that un(t) e Sria we see that the sequence {unit)} is uniformly Lipschitz continuous in /. Let £ be an enumeration of a countable dense subset of [0, r/K]. By employing a diagonalization we obtain a subsequence {un,(t)} such that u", (t¡) converges weakly for each t{ e £. We relabel this sequence {un(t)}. To show that unit) converges weakly for / e [0, rjK] we observe that if feX*
Thus by choosing tke E so that 2\t -tk\K\\f\\<2E¡3 and by choosing 7V>0 so that n,m>N imply \(un(tk)-um(tk),f)\<s¡3 we insure that
Since reflexive spaces are weakly complete, there is a m(0=H'-lim un(t).
We shall now show that i/(i) is Lipschitz continuous.
Thus if e is any positive number andfe £(«(/) -i/(t)) (£ is the duality map from X to A"*), there is an A/>0 such that n>N implies
Thus for any £>0
and hence \\u(t)-u(T)\\<\t-T\K.
Clearly u"(t-e")-*u(t) and hence Au"(t-sn)-~Au(t). If feX* by
Applying standard techniques to (2.2) we see that w(0 = a-j0Auis) ds, t e [0, r/K), and hence that (2.3) u'it) + Auit) = 0 for a.e. t e [0, r/K).
In the next theorem we shall see that if we also require that the operator A is accretive then the local solution of the preceding lemma may be extended to a global solution. Proof.
From the previous lemma it is clear that there exists a local solution to (1.4) on a maximum interval existence [0, T). We wish to show that T<ao leads to a contradiction.
Let t, t+h e [0, T), then by a lemma of T. Kato [5] .
where/e F(u(t+h) -u(t)). By the accretiveness of A, we see that Remark. If we set u(t)-T(t)a we obtain a semigroup of nonlinear operators {T('):/^0} which map X into X. We can say that {T(0} is the semigroup associated with -A.
The next theorem yields the w-accretiveness of A and provides an exponential representation for A. Oharu [8] has shown that if R(I-\-X0A) = X for some X0>0, then R(I+XA) = X for all A>0. Thus it is sufficient to establish that for all b0e X there is an x0 e X so that Ax0+x0 = b0. We introduce an operator Ay defined by the equation AyX = Ax + x -b. Clearly Ay is also weakly continuous, accretive and everywhere defined. Denote {Ty(t):t>0} to be the semigroup associated with -Ay. Let/e F(Ty(t)x-Tx(t)y). Then (d¡dt)(\\Ty(t)x -Ty(t)y\\2) = -2Re((/f + I)Ty(t)x-(A + I)Ty(t)y,f) -2\\Ty(t)x-Ty(t)y\\2 and hence (2.4) (djdt)(e2i || rx(0* -£x(0>-|l2) = 0.
Integrating (2.4) on (0, /) we obtain \\Tx(t)x-Txit)y\\=e-'\\x-y\\. If t0>0, the Banach fixed point theorem guarantees a unique fixed point of the operator Txit0). To see that Tx{t)x0=x0 for all t=0 we merely observe that £1(0^o=T1(0£1(/0K=7,i('o) 7 Proof.
Suppose that xn-*x9, we wish to show that Jxxn~^Jxx0. Since A is m-accretive there exist {yn}<^X and yae X such that xn=yn + XAyn and x0=y0+XAy0; hence Jfxn=yn and J¿x0=y0. The weak convergence of {xn} guarantees its boundedness; to see that the sequence {yn} is bounded we utilize the accretiveness of A to observe that \\yn + XAyJ + \\XA0\\^\\yn+XAyn-XA0\\ = \\yJ.
Since {yn} is bounded, it contains weakly convergent subsequences. We wish to show that the only weak limit point of {yn} is y0. Suppose {y'n} is a subsequence which converges weakly to yx. Then by the weak continuity of A we have xn.=yn. + XAyn-^yx + XAyx. However {x",}^{xn} and hence y^+XAy^^y^+XAy^.
Therefore, y0+XAy0=yx + XAyx and hence by the accretiveness of A we have 0 = \\yy + XAyy -(y0 + XAy0)\\ ^ \\y0 -yj. Thus y y =y0.
By virtue of the above lemma we ascertain that for any positive integer n the operator (I+(t¡ri)A)~n maps weakly convergent sequences to weakly convergent sequences. This observation is crucial to the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Let X be a reflexive Banach space and suppose that T(t) is a semigroup of nonlinear contraction operators defined on X. If T(t) has an everywhere defined weakly continuous infinitesimal generator A then for each t0~^.0 the operator T(t0) is weakly continuous.
Proof.
Let y e X and then T(t)y provides the unique strong solution to the Cauchy problem u'(t) -Au(t)=0, u(0)=y and t e [0, T). Moreover, -A is accretive and hence T(t)y = limn^a,(I-(t/n)A)~ny. By use of the estimates of Crandall and Liggett [1] we see that We are now in a position to complete our proof. Let/6 X* and choose m so that 3 3) \{T(t»)x -(I-(t0lm)A)-">x,f)\ < e/3 l(T(/0)x" -(/ -itJm)A)-mxn,f)\ < e/3.
Since (I-(t0lm)A)~m is continuous from the weak topology of X to the weak topology of A", we can choose A' so that nziN implies that
Hence we can choose N so that n^.N implies |(T(?0)x-T(r0)xn,/)|<e. The next three propositions apply our results to the rest point theory developed by C. Yen [10] .
Definition 3.2. Let {T(i):r^0} be a semigroup. Then a point x0 is said to be a rest point of T(t) iff T(0x0=x0 for all positive t. Definition 3.3. Let {T(/):/^0} be a semigroup. The set Ox={T(t)x: t^.0} is called the orbit of x. If Ox is bounded for some x we say that T(t) has bounded orbit.
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